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ABSTRACT

A flying spot scanning system is provided by utilizing
reflected light from a multifaceted rotating polygon
which is then directed to the scanned medium. A light
source illuminates at least one of the facets of the
polygon during each scanning cycle to provide the

spot scan. In each scanning cycle, information is trans
mitted to scanned medium by modulating the light
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Video
SIGNAL

from the light source in accordance with a video sig
nal. To assure a uniform spot size at the scanned me
dium, an optical convolution of elements is selected in
combination with the light source such that an ade
quate depth of focus at the medium is assured.
An imaging lens is provided in series with a lens,
which expands an original light beam, to converge the
expanded beam to illuminate the selected facet or
contiguous facets that are to control the movement of
a spot throughout a scan angle. In the preferred
embodiment, the rotation of the polygon is
synchronized in phased relation to the scan rate used
to obtain the video signal.
14 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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given facet of the polygon during each scanning cycle
to provide the desired sequence of spot scanning.
Another feature of the invention is that a very large
depth of focus is provided for the spot at the contact
loci at the surface of the scanned medium. This feature
is provided by utilizing a finite conjugate imaging sys
tem in convolution with the light beam and the rotating
polygon. A doublet lens in series with a convex imaging
lens between the light source and the polygon provides

FLYING SPOT SCANNER
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a flying spot scanning system
for communicating video information to a scanned me
dium, and more particularly to a scanning system which
utilizes a multifaceted rotating polygon for controlling
the scanning cycles.
Much attention has been given to various optical ap
proaches in flying spot scanning for the purpose of im
parting the information content of a modulated light

O

beam to a scanned medium. Galvanometer arrange
ments have been used to scan the light across a docu
ment for recording its information content thereon.

Such arrangements have included planar reflecting
mirrors which are driven in an oscillatory fashion.
Other approaches have made use of multifaceted mir
rors which are driven continuously. Various efforts
have been made to define the spot size in order to pro
vide for an optimum utilization of the scanning system.
In copending U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 309,859,
filed on Nov. 27, 1972 and assigned to the assignee of
the present invention, a flying spot scanning system is
provided which does not have constraints imposed

upon the spot size and other relationships of optical el

ements within the system which are not always desir
able. As taught therein, a finite conjugate imaging sys
tem may be in convolution with the light beam and the
rotating polygon. A doublet lens, in series with a con
vex imaging lens between the light source and the me
dium may provide such an arrangement.
If the imaging lens, however, is located between the
doublet lens and the polygon, undesirable distortion of

gon, whereas the imaging lens converges the expanded
beam to be reflected from the polygon to focus at the

15

tial scan width is traversed by the spot.

Still another feature of the invention is the modula

25

nated facets in turn reflect the impinging light beam to
ward the medium in successive scanning cycles. Addi

tional optical elements are provided in convolution
with the light source and the polygon to provide a desir
able depth of focus of the spot and a sufficient resolu
tion of the optical system.
A feature of the invention is that the beam of light in

cident upon the multifaceted polygon illuminates a

tion of the original light beam by means of a video sig
nal. The information content within the video signal is
thereby imparted to the light beam itself. The medium
to be scanned is one which is responsive to the modu
lated beam and records its information content as con
tained within the scanning spot in a usable form on its
surface across the scan width.
Yet another feature of the invention includes an em

30

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

such as a laser generates a beam of light substantially
orthogonal to the facets of the polygons which illumi

contact loci on the surface of the scanned medium.

Employing such an optical system assures a uniform
spot size at the scanned medium even though a substan

a modulated light beam may result at the spot of focus. 35
It is thus an object of the present invention to provide
a flying spot scanning system which avoids such distor
tion effects.
It is a further object of the present invention to pro
vide a spot scanning system which utilizes a multifac 40
eted rotating polygon for controlling scanning cycles.
it is yet another object of the present invention of
provide a spot scanning system which provides an ef
fective uniform spot size at the contact loci of the spot
with the scanned medium.
It is still another object of the present invention to 45
provide a spot scanning system which assures a minimi
zation of optical distortion through a predetermined
synchronization of system elements.
Other objects of the invention will be evident from 50
the description hereinafter presented.
The invention provides a flying spot scanning system
which employs a multifaceted rotating polygon as the
element for directing a beam of light of focus to a spot
upon a medium and for enabling the spot to traverse
the medium throughout a scan width. A light source,

such an arrangement. The doublet lens enables the
original light beam to be sufficiently expanded for illu
minating a given facet or contiguous facets of the poly

bodiment of the flying spot scanning system for utiliza
tion in high speed xerography. The scanned medium in
such an embodiment would consist of a xerographic
drum which rotates consecutively through a charging
station, an exposure station where the spot traverses
the scan width of the drum, through a developing sta
tion, and a transfer station where a web of copy paper

is passed in contact with the drum and receives an elec
trostatic discharge to induce the transfer of the devel
oped image from the drum to the copy paper. A fusing
device then fixes the images to the copy paper as it
passes to an output station.
Another feature of the invention is that the video
source is synchronized in a predetermined relation to
the rotational velocity of the polygon.

These and other features which are considered to be

characteristic of this invention are set forth with partic

ularity in the appended claims. The invention itself,

however, as well as additional objects and advantages
thereof, will best be understood in the following de
scription when considered in conjunction with the ac
companying drawings.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an isometric illustration of a flying spot
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scanning system in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the utilization of the
scanning beam and embodies additional features of the
invention.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the synchronization
elements in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 4 is a circuit drawing of the start/stop of scan de
tector.
FIG. 5 is a circuit drawing of an alternate start/stop
of scan detector which embodies features of the inven
tion.

65

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

In FIG. 1, an embodiment of a flying spot scanning
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system in accordance with the invention is shown. A
light source 1 provides the original light beam for utili
zation by the scanning system. The light source 1 is
preferably a laser which generates a collimated beam
of monochromatic light which may easily be modulated
by modulator 4 in conformance with the information
contained in a video signal.
Modulator 4 may be any suitable electro-optical

modulator for recording the video information in the
form of a modulated light beam 6 at the output of the

spective focal spots of the convergent light beams
A uniform spot size is assured throughout the scan
width x even though a curved focal plane 24 is defined
throughout the scanning cycle. The lens 10 in convolu
tion with the imaging lens 18 provides a finite congu
gate imaging system which allows a large depth of focus
df which is coextensive with the contact loci of a spot
throughout a scan width x.

throughout the scan width a on the surfaced 26 of the

O medium 25.

modulator 4. The modulator 4 may be, for example, a
Pockel's cell comprising a potassium dihydrogen phos
phate crystal, whose index of refraction is periodically
varied by the application of the varying voltage which
represents the video signal. The video signal may con 15
tain information either by means of binary pulse code
modulation or wide-band frequency code modulation.
In any event, by means of the modulator 4 the informa
tion within the video signal is represented by the modu
lated light beam 6.
The light beam 6 is reflected from mirror 8 in convo
lution with a doublet lens 10. The lens 10 may be any
lens, preferably of two elements, which elements are in
spaced relation to each other such that external curved 25
surfaces are provided in symmetry with the internal
surfaces. Preferably the internal surfaces of lens 10 are

cemented together to form a common contact plane. of
a lens as a microscope objective, the elements may be
course, as is often the case in the embodiment of such

fluid spaced. The lens 10 is required to image either a
virtual or real axial point of beam 6 through a focal
point, for example, on the opposite side of lens 10 for
a real image. At the focal point, beam 6 diverges or ex
pands to form beam 12 which would be more than suf 35
ficient to impinge upon a given facet of a scanning
polygon 16.
At a distance S2 from the leading illuminated facet
of polygon 16 is positioned an imaging lens 18. Lens 18
is of a diameter D to cooperate with the expanded light 40
beam 12 to render a convergent beam 20 which illumi
nates the desired facets to reflect respective light
beams 22 to focus to focal plane 24 at a distanced from
the polygon 16. In this preferred embodiment, imaging
lens 18 is a 1-n element lens. The focal length fof lens 45

As shown in FIG. 2, medium 25 may be a xerographic
drum which rotates consecutively through a charging
station depicted by corona discharge device 27, expo
sure surface 26 where the beam from the rotating poly
gon 16 traverses the scan width x on the drum 25,
through developing station 28 depicted by a cascade
development enclosure, transfer station 30 where a
web of copy paper is passed in contact with the drum
25 and receives an electrostatic discharge to induce a
transfer of the developed image from the drum 25 to
the copy paper. The copy paper is supplied from the
Supply reel 31, passes around guide rollers 32 and
through drive rollers 33 into receiving bin 35. A fusing

device 34 fixes the images to the copy paper as it passes
to bin 35.

Usable images are provided in that the information
content of the scanning spot is represented by the mod
ulated or variant intensity of light respective to its posi
tion within the scan width x. As the spot traverses the
charged surface 26 through a given scan angle o, and
the spot dissipates the electrostatic charge in accor

dance with its light intensity. The electrostatic charge

pattern thus produced is developed in the developing
station 28 and then transferred to the final copy paper.
The xerographic drum 25 is cleaned by some cleaning
device such as a rotating brush 36 before being re
charged by charging device 27. In this manner, the in
formation content of the scanned spot is recorded on
a more permanent and useful medium. Of course, alter
native prior art techniques may be employeed to coop
erate with a scanned spot in order to utilize the infor
mation contained therein.

The polygon 16 is continuously driven at a substan
tially constant velocity by a motor 40. The video source
is controlled so as to be synchronized with the rotation

18 is related to S, S and d by the following thin lens of the polygon. The rotation rate of the xerographic
equation: 1/S + 1/S + d = 1/f
drum 25 determines the spacing of the scan lines. It
The rotational axis of polygon 16 is orthogonal to the also may be preferable to synchronize the drum 25 in
plane in which light beams 6 travels. The facets of the some manner to the signal source of maintain image
polygon 16 are mirrored surfaces for the reflection of 50 linearity. The source image is reproduced in accor
any illuminating light impinging upon them. With the dance with the signal and is transferred to printout
rotation of the polygon 16, assuming two contiguous paper for use or storage.
facets are illuminated at a given time, a pair of light
A specific synchronization scheme is utilized to avoid
beams 22 are reflected from the respective illuminated 55 the variation of the spot velocity at the focal plane 24
facets and turned through a scan angle a for flying spot which would otherwise result from the convolution of
scanning. Alternatively, flying spot scanning could be optical elements configured in this embodiment. As
provided by any other suitable device, such as mirrored suming that the video signal is computer driven or buff
piezoelectric crystals or planar reflecting mirrors which ered by an asynchronous digital device, the number of
are driven in an oscillatory fashion.
binary digits per second in the video signal transmitted
In all of these arrangements, however, the reflecting 60 to the modulator 4 could be varied. As shown in FIG.
surfaces would be at a distance S1 from the originating 3, a spot position measuring circuit or function genera

focal point of light beam 12 and in orthogonal relation
to the plane bounded by the beam 6 such that the re
flected beams would be in substantially the same plane
as beam 6.

The focal plane 24 is proximate a recording medium
25 whose surface 26 is brought in contact with the re
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tor 52 is connected in series with a variable frequency
clock 54, the output of which is coupled to the digital
device 56 for varying the number of bits (binary digits)
per second in accordance with a predetermined func
tion to transmit the bit stream at a given rate synchro
nous with the velocity of the spot. The objective is to
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and produce a sharp 5 volt to 0 volt pulse. The output
of the comparator 66 is connected to the multivibrator
and driving transistor arrangement of FIG. 4 in order

control the video data or bit rate so as to be propor

tional to the spot velocity so that the resulting image on
the scanned medium 25 is not distorted.

to provide the necessary LINE and LINE outputs.

In the preferred embodiment, the function generator

52 is responsive to a detector circuit embodied in a de
tector 38 which detects the start of scan upon the inci
dence of the beam 3, directed by a beam splitter BS, as
a scan line is initiated. The detector circuit of the pre

ferred embodiment is shown in FIG. 4. The light sensi
tive element of the detector 38 is a photo-transistor 60.

The output pulse from the detector circuit is a gate
or enabling signal for the generator 52, such pulse hav
ing a time period equal to the time for a spot to traverse
a scan line. The function generator 52 may be any of

the well known generators which are capable of an out

10

The cathode of the transistor 60 is connected to the

base of an amplifier/discrimination transistor 52 and its
anode is biased at +5 volts. The transistor 62 is biased

slightly below its cutoff threshold by a variable resistor
of 50 K ohms, connected between the base of transistor

62 and a potential of -13 volts, and a resistor of 1.2 K
ohms connected between its base and ground. As the
scan beam 2 illuminates the photo-transistor 60, tran
sistor 60 conducts forcing the base of the transistor 62

from its negative potential through zero to a slightly
positive value. Thus, when the transistor 60 is illumi
nated the transistor 62 goes from its cutoff threshold to
saturation. The negative bias of the base of transistor
62, with its collector positively biased and its emitter
connected to ground, provide edge discrimination and
amplification of the response of the photo-transistor 60
to illumination by light.

15

20

25

The output from the collector of transistor 62 is con
nected to a monostable multivibrator 70 which is wired

in a non-retriggerable mode as shown. The multivibra
tor 70 in this mode. provides further edge discrimina
tion. The multivibrator 70 is trimmed by a 4.7 Kohm

30

resistor and a variable resistor of 10 K ohms connected

in series to +5 volts and is timed out through a capaci
tor of 0.1 puf such that the pulse out of the multivibrator

35

dot code matrix device EA4001 available from Elec

tronic Arrays, Inc. which is fully described in the

EA4001 data sheet published in November of 1970. In

70 is of a time t equal to the duration of one scan tra

this manner, the video data rate is transmitted to the

verse. The outputs Q and Q are connected to the com
mon emitter line driving transistors 72 and 74 so as to

provide a high current, low impedance output of oppo
site polarity on respective LINE and LINE outputs. Ei

put waveform of a predetermined function during this
time period. An example of such a generator is that de
scribed in the Proceedings of the IEEE, May 1967, p.
720. The function selected is to be an approximation of
the predicted variation of the spot velocity throughout
a scan line. The optimum function has been determined
to be l/secanto.
Alternatively, a measuring circuit 52 could be em
ployed to measure the position of the spot as a function
of time as it moves along the scan line and generate a
voltage waveform proportional to such measurement.
The clock 52 may be a voltage controlled oscillator
which has an output of periodic signals to which the
digital device is slaved. The output frequency of pulses
from the clock 52 is dependent upon the voltage ap
plied to it, namely the output from the generator 52.
Therefore, the output frequency of the clock 52 is var
ied in accordance with the output waveform of genera
tor 52. In the optimum situation the frequency is varied
by 1/secant a to so vary the video data rate of the bit
stream generated from the digital device 56, which may
be an asynchronous digital memory with associated
drive circuitry. An example of a specific digital device
56 is the static ROM character generator column scan

40

ther the LINE or LINE output is used depending upon
which polarity output is desired for synchronization.
With such edge discrimination as provided by the de
tector circuit, reliable synchronization of the start of

modulator 4 at a rate proportional to the spot velocity
to avoid the possibility of image distortion.
The number of facets in this preferred embodiment
has been found to be optimum if at least 20 to 30 facets
are employed. The scan angle a traversed would be
equal to the number of facets chosen in relation to one
complete revolution of the polygon 16. An extremely

scan can be made with the commencement of informa- 45 useful arrangement would have the polygon 16 with 24

tion flow by means of the video signal. This detection
of the precise start of scan gives a precise definition of
the gating pulse out which measures the length of char
acters of information to be recorded on the medium 25
in each scan line. The leading edge of the output of the
detector circuit, then, is critical in aligning the sending
of information in the form of a video signal to the start
of each scan. At the end of the pulse, the end of each
scan is indicated. With the start of the next scan, the
multivibrator 70 is reset to provide another synchroni
zation pulse.

facets and a scan angle or of 15. Since the depth of

50
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In FIG. S is shown another detector circuit. In this

embodiment, the light sensitive element is a photo
diode 64, which is operated in the photoconductive
mode with a load resistance of 2.2 K ohms connected
between its cathode and ground. The cathode of photo
diode 64 is further connected to the positive input to
a comparator 66, such as the differential amplifier cir
cuit shown in FIG. 5. As the photo-diode is illuminated,
a positive going pulse from 0 volts d.c. is generated for
transmission to the comparator 66. The comparator 66
is adjusted to detect positive excursions from 0 volts

60
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focus df of the converging beam 22 is related to the
scan angle a in that as the scan angle o increases the
radius of curvature of the focal plane 24 increases, it is
important to define a scan angle a in relation to the de
sired scan width x. For a scan width x of approximately
11 inches it has been found that the scan angle or of 12
to 18, with 20 to 30 facets on the polygon 16, is opti
.

Obviously, many modifications of the present inven
tion are possible in light of the above teaching. It is
therefore to be understood that, in the scope of the ap
pended claim, the invention may be practiced other
than as specifically described.
What is claimed is:
1. An electro-optical system for recording informa
tion from an electrical signal onto a scanned medium
comprising:
means for providing a beam of high intensity light,
means for modulating the light beam in accordance

with the information content of an electrical signal

comprising a bit stream,

7
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first optical means for expanding said modulated
7. The system as defined in claim 6 wherein the scan
beam,
ning means includes a multifaceted polygon having re
second optical means in convolution with said first flective sides for reflecting the light incident to it onto
optical means for imaging said expanded beam to said medium and means for rotating said polygon such
a spot in a focal plane at a predetermined distance that the reflected light is scanned in successive traces
from said second optical means,
across said medium.
scanning means positioned between said second
8. The system as defined in claim 7 wherein said light
means and the focal plane for scanning the spot source is a laser which emits a beam of collimated light
across a light sensitive medium in said focal plane of substantially uniform intensity.
to impart the information content of said spot to O 9. The system as defined in claim 8 wherein the bit
said medium, and
rate of the signal is determined by means for clocking
electrical means for synchronizing the transmission the bit stream, said clocking means having an output
rate of the electrical signal to the velocity of the frequency dependent upon an input voltage for varying
spot across the medium, said electrical means vary said bit rate.
ing the number of bits per second in accordance 5 10. The system as defined in claim 8 wherein said
with a predetermined function.
means includes a function generator with an
2. The system as defined in claim 1 wherein the scan electrical
output
waveform
to the variation in ve
ning means includes a multifaceted polygon having re locity of the spot proportionate
as
it
scans
said
medium, said output
flective sides for reflecting the light converging from waveform being the input voltage
said clocking
said second optical means onto said medium and means means, whereby said bit rate is variedtoproportionate
to
for rotating said polygon such that the reflected light is the velocity of the spot in each scan.
scanned in successive traces across said medium.
11. The system as defined in claim 10 wherein the
3. The system as defined in claim 2 wherein said light output
waveform is the function 1 /secanta, where a is
source is a laser which emits a beam of collimated light the angle
of scan of said beam from said polygon.
of substantially uniform intensity.
25
12. A method for recording information from an
4. The system as defined in claim 3 wherein said elec electrical
signal onto a scanned medium comprising the
trical means includes a function generator with an out
of:
put waveform proportionate to the variation in velocity steps
providing a beam of high intensity light,
of the spot as it scans said medium, whereby the trans
mission rate of the electrical signal is proportionate to 30 modulating the light beam in accordance with the in
formation content of an electrical signal repre
the velocity of the spot in each scan.
sented by a stream of binary digits,
5. The system as defined in claim 4 wherein the out
focusing said modulated beam to a spot upon the sur
put waveform is the function 1/secanta, where a is the
face of a light sensitive medium,
angle of scan of said beam from said polygon.
6. A flying spot scanning system for recording infor 35 scanning said spot across said medium to impart the
information content of said spot to said medium,
mation from an electrical signal onto a scanned me
synchronizing the bit rate of the stream of binary dig
dium comprising:
its to the velocity of the spot across the medium,
means for providing a beam of high intensity light,
and
means for modulating the light beam in accordance
with the information content of an electrical signal 40 varying the number of bits per second in accordance
with a predetermined function.
represented by a stream of binary digits,
13. The method as defined in claim 12 wherein said
means for focusing said modulated beam to a spot
synchronizing step includes synchronizing the bit rate
upon the surface of a light sensitive medium,
scanning means positioned in the optical path of said from a predetermined rate in accordance with said pre
modulated beam for scanning the spot across said 45 determined function such that said bit rate is propor
medium to impart the information content of said tional to the velocity of said spot at any given point in
a given scan.
spot to said medium, and
14. The method as defined in claim 13 wherein the
electrical means for synchronizing the bit rate of the
stream of binary digits to the velocity of the spot predetermined bit rate in said synchronizing step is var
across the medium, said electrical means varying 50 ied in accordance with the function l/secanta, where
the number of bits per second in accordance with or is the scan angle. ck sk ck ck sk
a predetermined function.
55
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